Gin Menu

Our gin selection has a growing reputation!
We particularly enjoy celebrating Yorkshire
craft gin producers and we’re happy to
recommend a gin if you have any
difficulty choosing.
YORKSHIRE GIN (Listed A-Z)
Bronte Brambleberry

25ml

		£6.50

A berry medley of raspberry, strawberry,
redcurrant, blackcurrant and cherries.
Strong and fruity with a slightly dry finish

Bronte Yorkshire Lass, Keighley

£6.50

Bronte Orange & Lemongrass, Keighley

£6.50

Dry and tangy with a subtle hint of citrus
and juniper. Slightly spiced but with a
long lasting citrus tang

Sweet orange nicely balanced with a
lemongrass twist and a soft hint of juniper.

Cotton Gin

			£7.50

Close your eyes and let your sense of smell
take you on a journey of delectable, herbaceous,
floral aromas. Creamy and rounded, perfectly
balanced and incredibly smooth with a hint
of citrus. Fragrant and vibrant with earthy
pine notes from our locally foraged spruce.

Dinnewells				£7.00
Small batch London Dry with bold citrus
flavours combined with vanilla and cardamom.
Carefully distilled in Cheshire however the recipe
was carefully created uniquely for Chris and Sarah.
Chris and Sarah we re married at Holdsworth House
in 2017. Living in Bradford and big gin fans
(having been impressed by the infamous
gin wall) they just had to be part of it!

Divine, Holmfirth			 £6.00
Notes of oaky herbs, spiced juniper and sweet
cinnamon. Clean and crisp with a kick at the end

Divine, Strawberry and Kiwi		 £6.00
Infused gin has been created to excite the
palate with aromas and flavours of summer days.
Full of the flavours of summer, we offer you
a juniper forward strawberry and kiwi gin
that’s delightful over ice

YORKSHIRE GIN continued		
Divine, Raspberry

25ml

		£6.00

A traditional London Dry Gin that is infused
with the finest raspberries to create a taste
sensation for your palate. Using modern
distilling techniques, fresh Yorkshire spring
water and plump juicy raspberries. Divine
Raspberry delivers a fusion of flavour
complexity and excitement whilst ensuring
the originating gin flavours balance
with the fruity raspberry.

Jacqson Gin, Huddersfield

£6.00

Jacqson Gin Star Anise and Chill		

£6.00

Jacqson Gin Strawberry and Cream

£6.00

Leeds

£7.50

Locally grown rhubarb and liquorice are
combined with specially selected botanicals from
all parts of the globe and then distilled in a cold
vacuum to intensify the flavours and produce
the stunning and unique taste of Jacqson.
Perfect served with Indian tonic water or ginger ale

The spicy one! A hint of aniseed with a
subtle chilli kick at the end. Perfect simply
served neat over ice or with Indian tonic

The aroma and flavour of luscious strawberries
is combined with the soft buttery feel of smooth
cream in this delicious fruity gin. Pair with
elderflower tonic to release the strawberry taste.

		

Slight scent of rhubarb and a hint of juniper
and coriander. Dry and subtly sweet

Leeds Strawberry and Raspberry

£6.50

Leeds Apple and Blackberry

£6.50

Double infused with heaps of strawberries
and raspberries

The original dry gin with green apples
and a handful of fresh blackberries

YORKSHIRE GIN continued		

25ml

Masons, Bedale

£5.80

		

Wonderful scents of saffron, glazed hot
cross buns, aniseed and lemongrass!
A slight malty taste with fennel, liquorice,
juniper and pine. A hint of Parma Violet
and some lingering lemon zest

Masons Peppered Pear		

£5.80

Masons Lavender		

£5.80

Masons Yorkshire Tea Edition		

£5.80

Poetic License Yorkshire Forager

£6.50

Sir Robin of Locksley – Sheffield

£6.20

Sing Gin, Harrogate		

£8.00

Intense and fragrant with juniper and
subtle lavender. Dry with a sweet finish

Intense and fragrant with juniper and
subtle lavender. Dry with a sweet finish

Notes of loose tea leaves and juniper berries.
Subtly dry with an aromatic tea finish

Foraged from the finest wild botanicals
Yorkshire has to offer, this gin has notes of
anise, citrus and pine to create a foraged twist
on the classic London dry gin. An elegant
and elevated combination of wild and native
flora hand-spcied by the Yorkshire Forager.

Elderflower, dandelion, pink grapefruit notes
give a fruity and floral-sweet taste, with a
touch of tang from the grapefruit

A big flavoured gin with lots of juniper
balanced with slight sweet notes and a long
finish, leaving a subtly pleasurable tingle on the
edges of the tongue

Sheffield Dry Gin			£7.00
Less fruity, more Henderson’s Relish.
Dry with a hint of tangy bilberry, orange and
juniper fruits

Sheffield Marmalade

Marmalade gin is twice infused with
Seville oranges and marmalade which has been
made locally by Hedgerow Preserving Company

£7.00

Sheffield Moorland Berries		 £7.00
Moorland fruits, blackberries, juniper,
bilberries and cherries give a lasting sweetness
leading to the dryness of cranberries

YORKSHIRE GIN continued

25ml

Sheffield Raspberry and Pomegranate

£7.00

Sheffield Strawberry and Pepper

£7.00

Slingsby, Harrogate		

£7.00

Slingsby Rhubarb		

£7.00

Slingsby Marmalade			

£7.00

Speights Original

£5.60

Speights Huckleberry		

£6.o0

A bright and delicately balanced infusion of
traditional gin botanicals, fresh raspberries
and pomegranate seeds

A burst of fresh strawberry sweetness
followed by subtle spice from the
black pepper giving this gin a crisp, dry finish.

Think lemon drizzle. The jasmine and celery
juniper, orris root and hint of liquorice give a
sweet rose water and fresh sage finish

Rhubarb, summer berries and citrus offer a
sweetness whilst a hint of spiced summer berries
and juniper provide a fruity finish

Crafted using locally sourced botanicals that
are synonymous with the beautiful and
restorative nature of Harrogate.
Complemented with zesty Yorkshire
marmalade, water drawn from the world-famous
Harrogate aquifer, pure single grain spirit
and a handful of the finest ingredients
from around the world

Tucked away in a lush floral garden in
Northowram, next to the rolling hills of
Shibden Valley is Peter Speight’s shed.
The shed houses the Speight’s family run distillery
where an elegant copper pot still produces
small batches day in and day out. The signature
gin features 12 botanicals chosen for their
fragrance and summer feeling, which produces an
outstandingly smooth and flavoursome dry gin

A blend of bilberries and blueberries,
which creates an explosion of flavours

Speights Bilberry 			 £6.00
Distilled in a traditional copper still,
allowing the Bilberries to gently infuse and
combine with the botanicals, Peter’s Bilberry
gin has a tantalising, soft, fruity flavour

YORKSHIRE GIN continued

25ml

Speights Pear				£6.00
The latest gin from Speight’s has taken
18 months to perfect. Distilled using Williams
pears, vanilla, mango and banana, Speight’s
Pear Gin is delicate, smooth and sweet. Best
served with a light or Mediterranean tonic.

Whitby Gin			

Well balanced spice and sweetness from
the juniper and citrus, with savoury hints coming
through cleanly from the kelp and heather tip.

£7.00

Whittakers, Nidderdale

		

£6.50

Whittakers Pink Peculiar

		

£6.50

Whittakers Clearly Sloe

		

£6.50

Juniper provides a dry yet spicy gin that’s
creamy and with tart, savoury edges

Juniper, pepper, thyme and hibiscus notes
create a dry and herbaceous gin

A smooth citrus gin with a touch of juniper
and hint of anise. Sweet yet dry

Whittakers Navy Strength

£7.50

Whittakers Summer Solstace

£6.50

A dry and herbaceous gin with thyme
and peppery juniper

A fresh citrus, soft and smooth 42% ABV
London dry gin with a base of Juniper,
Coriander and Angelica Root gently overlaid
with signature botanicals of mainly fresh
Pink Grapefruit but with a little of
White Grapefruit to give it softness
and fresh Pomegranate to give it a
fruity ending.

LONDON DRY GIN

		

25ml

Aviation 				£6.50
Plenty of juniper, beautiful lavender and
citrus notes, with hints of sweet grains.
An earthy, spicy gin with the strongest
juniper flavour you will ever experience.

Batch

				£8.00

Heavily perfumed with a scent of juniper
berries and orange peel. Piny juniper and zesty
orange flavours give a sweet but spiced flavour

Bathtub 				£6.50
The juniper-rich bouquet is backed up with
cardamom and orange blossom and a hint of
cinnamon. Rich and zesty with lasting tang

Bombay Sapphire		

£5.00

The Botanist, Isle of Islay

£7.50

A touch of juniper, ripe citrus and a hint of
spice in the fragrance give a smooth gin that’s
tangy and slightly spiced

Orris root, coriander seed, cassia bark,
sweet menthol, apple mint and juniper combine
to give a rich, mellow gin that’s cool on entry
but warm on the back palate

Brockman’s

			£6.50

A low prominence of fresh juniper, blueberries,
blackberries, cassia bark and liquorice give a sweet and
fruity taste and a hint of zestiness

Brokers 			

£8.00

The spicy juniper is dominant followed by a
scent of liquorice and citrus. This semi-sweet gin
is dry and slightly sweet and tangy from the start

Copper Head

			£7.50

A sweetness on the nose with plenty of citrus
and cardamom aromas. The juniper lasts on the finish
with a slight tanginess

Copperhouse				£5.60
Juniper berries, orris root, coriander seed,
cardamom pod, sweet orange peel and hibiscus
flower create a rich, creamy and floral gin
that’s very flavourful

LONDON DRY GIN continued

25ml

Cuckoo 				£7.80
After a slightly sweet, piney juniper start,
the flavour then develops into citrus
from orange, grapefruit and lemons.
Also with a lingering taste of cinnamon spice
and liquorice. Cuckoo Signature Gin is
dry on the finish with a peppery kick
from coriander seeds.

Edinburgh Gin 			£5.60
A juniper-forward palate with tart lime peel
and orange zest. Creamy vanilla blends
with cool menthol before ground coriander
gives lingering warmth, depth
and touch of sweetness

Fifty Pounds

			£6.80

Lemon and piny juniper, coriander, liquorice
and angelica roots make this a zesty and
herbaceous, peppery gin

Forest Gin			

This floral and fruity gin has hints of wild
bilberries, gorse flowers and raspberries.
It’s refreshing and floral

£7.90

Hepple 				£7.90
A lively gin with lemon peel and peppery
juniper. It’s refreshingly herbaceous with
coriander, pine and the aroma of sherbet
lemon sweets

Hibernation, Wales			 £7.80
Wild crab apples, blackberries, bilberries and
lingonberries provide a sweet and creamy gin

Opihr

				£6.60

A blend of Oriental spices, sharp citrus,
cumin, cardamom and grapefruit peel.
The soft camphor offers sweetness whilst
spices provide warmth and a long length
with a soft, cracked black pepper finish

Pollination				£7.50
Small batch gin from the Dyfi distillery
using the highest London Dry standards.
Our foraged botanicals come from within the
Biosphere reserve: from the Snowdonia foothills,
through the Dyfi Forest, and down to the estuary
marshlands, including wild flowers, aromatic leaves,
fruits and conifer tips. It is a true Dovey
Native Botanical Gin

LONDON DRY GIN continued

25ml

Pickerings				£5.60
Upfront juniper is slowly joined by citrus
and a nuttiness. There are hints of sweet anise
and a crisp, full flavoured herbal finish

Poetic License Northern Dry

Green spices, intermingled coriander,
lemon and lime give an earthy spice.
Angelica, cardamom and fragrant juniper
give a sweet citrus edge with a lime rice finish
and a hint of chilli

£6.50

Sibling 				£7.50
A rich and creamy gin with a smooth fruity
finish. Juniper, lemon peel, orange peel
and blueberries combine with vanilla and a hint
of spice

Silent Pool

		

£7.00

Sipsmith			

£7.20

Violet, lavender and lime leaf bring floral
aromatics to the nose whilst cardamom
and juniper give a spicy edge. Taste elderflower,
chamomile, a waft of orange blossom, a warming
honey sweetness and a spark of black pepper

This floral, summer meadow-scented gin gives
lemon tart and orange marmalade taste

Tanqueray				£5.20
A fresh, smooth, balanced and dry gin with
juniper, citrus, coriander and liquorice.
Tanqeray offers a long and full finish with juniper
and a hint of pepper/spice

Tanqueray 10

			£6.10

A subtle and crisp gin with grapefruit, juniper
and citrus notes. Tanqueray 10 is well balanced
and has a long and lingering finish

The Lakes				£6.70
A dry and fruity gin. Sweetness and aromas
from bilberries, meadowsweet and heather
and pepper from junipers

Thomas Dakin				£6.40
This smooth and juniper-led gin has orange,
fresh citrus and sweet liquorice flavours.
It’s balanced with savoury pepper and herbal notes

Two Birds

			£6.60

Piny juniper and orris root provide a spicy
flavour all the way through to the after taste

LONDON DRY GIN continued

25ml

Warner Edwards Original 		£6.00
Enjoy citrus and baking spice, strong hints
of cinnamon, nutmeg, coriander and cardamom
This is rich and warm with a brilliantly confounding
flavour!

William’s Chase 			£6.50
Sweet green apple laces with a little liquorice,
juniper and elderflower. There’s even a hint of
toffee... This is a classic, refreshing, herbaceous
gin with plenty of juniper and citrus

FLAVOURED GIN			25ml
Boë Violet				£6.00
A delightful floral aroma of violets lead to a
burst of apple and lavender. It’s well-rounded
and fruity gin

Boë Passion Fruit			£6.00
Filled with orange peel, angelica and a zesty
kick of passion fruit. Subtle herby mint and
black pepper balances the sweetness

Boë Peach and Hibiscus 		£6.00
Violet petals, juicy plum and a hint of
coriander leaf. Underlying notes of juniper
and melon develop

Edinburgh Plum and Vanilla		 £5.80
Crushed almond, stone fruit, custard cream
biscuits and a hint of flower petal

Edinburgh Raspberry			

£5.80

A tasty raspberry-flavoured gin liqueur
made in Edinburgh using Scottish juniper,
and other botanicals. With an infusion of delicious,
crisp Scottish raspberries

Cubical Mango Gin
£7.00
Marries juniper, bergamot, sweet orange
and of course mango, all of which are triple
distilled. The colour (and taste) should make
for some fun fruity cocktails. On the palate,
citrus notes balance out dominant tropical
mango sweetness, with a gentle herbaceous
undertone.
Cucumber			

£7.00

Edinburgh Rhubarb and Ginger 		

£5.80

The cucumber is obvious but there’s a subtle
hint of juniper that adds a peppery note to a clean and
sweet gin

A classic pairing, the rhubarb and ginger is a
sweet, fruity liqueur balanced by a delicate
warmth and spicy finish

Hendricks				£6.30
Subtle juniper, cucumber and herbs. This is
sweet and mouth watering

Manchester Blackberry		

£7.00

A rich gin, juniper led, but with a real,
bold juiciness. The colour is a deep, dark purple,
lightening to a vibrant red when mixed with tonic

FLAVOURED GIN continued

25ml

Manchester Raspberry		

£7.00

An unmistakeable raspberry aroma with
a slight citrus and juniper trace. A taste of
sweet yet gentle tone of raspberry, underpinned
by a clear gin character. A slight hint of rose is
followed by a smooth finish

Pinkster 				£6.50
With orange peels, angelica and a whiff of tart
raspberries. A drying touch of pepper, vanilla
bean and coriander and a grassy hint of water mint

Poetic License Picnic Gin
(Strawberry and Cream)

£6.50

Fresh strawberries, vanilla and a hint of juniper spice

Poetic License Tutti Frutti Gin Liqueur

£6.50

A vibrant, sweet aroma of tropical mixed fruit
with more mellow stone and berry fruits in the
background. A stunning bright colourful gin too!

Poetic License Baked Apple & Salted Caramel
Gin Liqueur				£6.50
A tempting aroma of spiced apple lures you in.
The drink first delivers flavours of sweet,
cooked apple backed up by warming cinnamon
which complements the spiciness of the
Old Tom Gin. Further sweetness then comes
through from the seasoned caramel, which
lingers to leave lasting flavours of caramelised apple.

Poetic License Honey and Heather Rarity
Gin Liqueur				£6.50
Combining the incredible Travelling Bee
company honey with some heather flowers to
lend the gin some delicate floral aromatics as well as
orange and lemon peel to provide citrus notes.
Meadowsweet and liquorice add a natural
sweetness to the botanical blend which
compliments the honey beautifully.

Warner Edwards Elderflower		
Sweet elderflower, floral notes and a hint of
juniper create a sweet and a slightly dry gin

£6.00

Warner Edwards Rhubarb 		£6.50
Soft lemon, orris and nutmeg all lead to a
strong, cooked rhubarb and vanilla pod flavour

Warner Edwards Sloe

		£5.70

Cherry and almond notes lead to the sweet
and fruity sloe berries and cherry flavour

INTERNATIONAL GIN		

25ml

Death’s Door, Washington, USA

£8.00

Four Pillars, Australia			

£8.20

Gin Mare, Spain 		

£7.80

Monkey 47, Black Forest, Germany

£8.00

Nordes 			

£7.00

Clean and creamy with a slight kick on the
back palate. Juniper, coriander and fennel are
an obvious scent whilst the slightly spiced peppery
juniper provides a very herbaceous flavour

The juniper is light, sweet and supported
by touches of chopped mint, fresh citrus
and floral hints. Taste candied peels,
ngelica, warm cinnamon and white pepper
or a slightly dry finish with lasting
notes of liquorice and lemon zest

A very herby, dry and floral gin with rosemary,
thyme, basil and a hint of mandarin. It’s dry and
herby at the forefront but refreshing at the end

This vegetable, grassy, citrus and pine-noted
gin is robust and powerful with plenty of spice,
fruit and herb flavours. It’s finish is wooded and
reassuringly heavy

Offers fruit wine, hints of peach, rose, rainbow
sherbet and raspberries on the nose. Raspberry,
candied strawberry, stone fruit and menthol/minty
flavours leave a persistent fruity floral finish of
hibiscus tea, lemon verbena, and bay leaves

OTHER GIN				25ml
Jinzu Gin				£7.20
Jinzu Gin brings English and Japanese
traditions together to create an exciting,
intriguing spirit. It’s made with a blend of
English gin (featuring juniper, coriander,
angelica, yuzu and Japanese cherry blossom as
botanicals) and sake, which brings a luxurious,
creamy mouth feel and a subtle, compelling
sweetness to its flavour profile.

Plymouth Dry				£5.30
Soft and earthy, gentle and piny with tinges
of cardamom and coriander but simultaneously
bringing together Angelica, cardamom, lemon zest,
sweet orange and juniper

May 2021

OTHER GIN				25ml
Haymans Old Tom			 £5.50
This is a lively gin with juniper, floral orris and
a touch of black tea richness. Enjoy gingerbread
and icing notes and a floral, sweet taste. A touch dry

Jinzu Gin				£6.70
Jinzu Gin brings English and Japanese
traditions together to create an exciting,
intriguing spirit. It’s made with a blend of
English gin (featuring juniper, coriander,
angelica, yuzu and Japanese cherry blossom as
botanicals) and sake, which brings a luxurious,
creamy mouth feel and a subtle, compelling
sweetness to its flavour profile.

Plymouth Dry				£5.00
Soft and earthy, gentle and piny with tinges
of cardamom and coriander but simultaneously
bringing together Angelica, cardamom, lemon zest,
sweet orange and juniper

May 2021

